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Control work 1 

1. These cars . . . . . .  in Uzbekistan. 

A) produces  B) be produced C) are produced D) are producing 

 
2. Samarkand . . . . . . by Amir Timur in the 14th century. 

A) was ruled  B) is ruled  C) ruled  D) were ruled 

 
3. Who is the founder of Algebra? 

A) Al-Hakim at Termiziy  B) Abu Ali Ibn Sino  

C) Khoja Ahmad Yassawiy   D) Muhammad ibn Muso al-Khwarizmi 
 

4. How is it called “=” in English?  

A) parallel  B) equal  C) fraction  D) percent 
 

5. Which of them is division? 

A) +   B) -   C) ÷   D) X 

6. Find multiplication. 

A) +   B) -   C) ÷   D) X 

7. A distinct period of history equal to 100 years. 

A) age  B) generation C) month  D) ancient 
 

8. A person who first starts some activities. 

A) descendant B) generation C) ancestor D) founder 
 

9. A genealogical diagram of the people who live together. 

A) ancestor B) family tree  C) descendant D) founder 
 

10. Peter . . . . . . at seven o ‘clock. 
A) goes up  B) gets   C) gets up  D) woke up 

11.  . . . . . .  you like this DVD? 
A) Are   B) Have   C) Do  D) Does 

12. We _____ live in a flat. 
A) don’t   B) hasn’t   C) doesn’t  D) are not 

 

13. a person who answers the questions during the interview 
A) employer  B) interviewer C) manager  D) interviewee 
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14. He welcomed me with a wide smile and a warm 
A) tradition  B) handshake C) appearance D) tea 

15. Family gathering is a wonderful . . . . . .  in each Uzbek family 

A) tradition  B) superstition C) dinner  D) greeting 

 

Write the words in the correct order to make sentences or questions 

16. is for? most Uzbekistan What famous 

______________________________________________________________ 

17. many / before / he / He/ write / die / at the age 70 / works. 

______________________________________________________________ 

18. is the Algebra? founder Who of 

______________________________________________________________ 

19. of parts? work big Which five consists 

______________________________________________________________ 

20. of these Which 783? was in scientists born 

______________________________________________________________ 
 

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

A                

 

 

   

Number of correct answers: _______ 

Mark: ____ Teacher: ________________ 
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Ushbu 10-sinf nazorat ishi daftarining to’liq va fondagi yozuvlarsiz variantini olish 

uchun   +99891 180 0985 telegram raqamiga yoki   

@hasanboy_uz telegram adresiga xabar yozing  

Narxi 20 000 so’m 
To’lov FAQAT click, payme yoki paynet* orqali  

BOG’LANISH FAQAT TELEGRAM ORQALI! Telefon qilinganda yoki sms 

yuborilganda javob bermaslik ehtimoli yuqori  

  

Qolgan sinf namunalari va boshqa hujjatlar bilan telegram kanalimiz yoki web saytda 

tanishingiz mumkin. 

Telegram kanal: @uzteachers 

Web sayt: www.hasanboy.uz 
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